[Sex differences in EEG power changes in retention of dichotically and monaurally presented verbal stimuli].
EEG power mapping was used to study gender differences in hemispheric functional organization during memorizing dichotically and monaurally presented verbal information. Right-handed students (12 men and 14 women) participated in experiments. The EEG was recorded from 16 electrodes placed at homologous sites of the left and right brain hemispheres. Task-related changes in the thetal power in men differentiated between monaural presentations to different ears, i.e., situations of oppositely directed attention. In women the thetal power reactivity (the difference between the band power logarithms under baseline conditions and in task interval) differentiated between dichotic and monaural presentations of words, i.e., situations with different memory loads. Gender differences were also found in the alpha frequency band. Power changes in the alpha 1 band in all memory tasks and power changes in the alpha 2 were more evident in the right hemisphere in men but in the left hemisphere in women. In contrast, in the posterior temporal lead the alpha 2 power reactivity in men was higher in the right hemisphere, whereas in women the lateral differences were absent. As compared to men, the alpha 2 desynchronization in women was also more pronounced in posterior regions of both hemispheres. There were no gender differences in efficacy of memorizing. It is suggested that different processing strategies rather than different behavioral performance may be responsible for the revealed specific spatiotemporal EEG patterns.